


Be game for everything that life has to offer with the all-new zippy Alto K10. It’s big on style. It’s big on comfort. It’s a big statement. It’s a way of life that’s zippier than ever.
The Alto K10 sports a bold new demeanour that inspires confidence. At the heart of this pursuit machine is a lightweight, yet powerful K10B engine that speeds-up your life. 
With its elegant aesthetics and easy manoeuvrability, the new Alto K10 is here to be your life’s accelerator and help you cross many more milestones in the car’s illustrious history.
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Accelerate your life. With the new Alto K10.



The sweptback headlamps complement 
the bold new front of the new Alto K10 
that sets hearts racing.

Headlamps
The tail lamp cluster gives the new Alto 
K10 a modern and pacy feel.

Rear combination lamps
To give you the clarity you need to always 
keep your eyes on the target and enjoy 
during foggy winter mornings.

Front fog lamps
A dash of chrome on the front grille takes 
its class quotient a notch higher.

Front grille

The sporty full wheel cap lend a 
captivating persona to the whole design 
giving it an athletic and sturdy look.

13” steel wheels 
with full wheel cap 

Thanks to the flowing curves in the all new Alto K10, the interiors get a 
wider feel. The energetic lines on the dash and exciting play of surfaces 
make the interior of the car a lot sportier. Thoughtfully designed seats give 
passengers that extra legroom for that extra comfort to enjoy the ride.
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Accelerate in comfort.Accelerate in comfort.
The head-turning looks of the new Alto K10 sport a bold new design. 
The sharp aerodynamic lines running on the side add to the sportiness 
of the car. The stunning looks exude confidence and as for the 
onlookers, one look just won’t be enough.
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Accelerate your style.

Chrome accent is standard on GLXChrome accent is standard on GLX

Air conditioner

Center-lower box

Piano finish audio

Optional on GLX and GA

Optional on GLX and GA

Instrument panel pocket

Power windows

Standard on GLX

Front cup holders

Keyless entry

Standard on GLX

Rear cup holder

Front door pocket

Standard on GLX Standard on GLX



Tango Orange Pearl Metallic (Z2Q)

Model lineup

Exterior colours Seat upholstery

Cerulean Blue Pearl Metallic (ZQA)Tango Orange Pearl Metallic (Z2Q) Superior White (26U) Silky Silver Metallic (Z2S) Granite Grey Metallic (ZTN) Fire Brick Red Metallic (ZNW)

With ABS

Brakes
Applied

Brakes
Applied

Without ABS
At the heart of this machine is a 
lightweight, yet powerful 1.0 litre K10B 
engine. The advanced gear system, 
drive by wire technology coupled with 
the 50kw power makes for an 
exhilarating drive.

With several innovations and 
enhancements like optimised 
compression ratio, reduced frictional 
losses, low viscosity engine oil and 
redesigned valves & springs lead to 
high fuel efficiency.

Accelerate with power.
SRS (Supplemental Restraint 
System) dual front airbags mitigate 
the impact to the driver and front 
passenger in the event of a frontal 
collision. 

In an emergency braking situation, 
Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) 
keeps tyres from locking up and 
adds stability to evasive 
manoeuvres. In addition, Electronic 
Brake force Distribution (EBD) helps 
maintain control by sending the 
optimum amount of force to the 
front and rear wheels. 

Options to accelerate safety.

Driving an Alto K10 is an experience that’s next to none. 
Its unmatched performance and outstanding mileage will make 
any chase in your life an unforgettable journey. So move ahead 
and get ready to chase life in an Alto K10.
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Technology accelerated.

GLX

Cerulean Blue Pearl Metallic (ZQA)

GA

The airbags are shown inflated for informational purposes only.


